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BOTTLE BONUS is a variation of TOKYO JUTAKU that uses pieces from JIDOHANBAIKI.

Time: 20-30 min
Players: 2-8

This game plays exactly as TOKYO JUTAKU does. After each round ends, before moving, 
the player who completed their building from the round will take a number of drinks 

BOTTLE BONUS!

randomly from the box equal to the number of other players. They will then drop those 
drinks into the vending machine all at once, and all other players may grab up to 1 drink 
that comes out of the vending machine. 

These drinks now grant a special one-time use power to the players who grabbed them, 
based on the specific drink color as follows:

BLACK: Spend this drink to flip over your site card before you start building on it. Players 
cannot look at the back side before deciding to flip or not.

WHITE: Spend this drink and then place 1 piece on your site card before the round begins.

MINT: At any time during the round, spend your mint drink and yell ‘put it back’. All other 
players must put back the piece they are currently using, or the last one they placed, and 
take a different piece from the supply.

BLUE: Spend this drink before one round of building. If you win that round, keep this drink 
next to your site cards for +200 yen (¥) at game end. If you do not win this round, discard 
this drink.

RED: Spend this drink to move 2 pieces at the same time for this round only. You will still 
only grab one piece at a time, but you may freely arrange it and one other piece on your 
building simultaneously.

PURPLE: During the move phase, spend this drink to move to any available site card on the 
map, ignoring regular movement rules.


